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In Sarah Collins’s mind, only one thing stands in the way of her success . . . an unborn baby.
Sarah is about to receive a promotion that will give her everything she’s ever wanted: a huge
pay increase, a new car, a fabulous apartment, and first-class travel. But then she discovers
she’s pregnant. And while she thinks she loves her boyfriend, Matt, she isn’t sure he’s
mature enough to be a responsible father. And the job she’s pursuing is open only because
the previous employee is out on maternity leave. Sarah would never be able to handle the
travel as a single mom. Torn between advice from her coworkers, the insistence of her mother
and sister that she keep the baby, her insecurity about her relationship with Matt, and the void
where her father should be, Sarah has no idea how to make this decision. A Christmas card
from a mysterious old woman is the catalyst for three visions of her future—and just may be the
miracle she needs. But can she trust the visions? Are they the yearnings of a conflicted heart?
Or are they true visions from the God she thought had turned His back on her? For every
woman who has made painful decisions, Sarah’s Choice offers comfort, wisdom and hope.
"This story provides a bit of encouragement and hope to those facing a difficult decision."
—Romantic Times, 4-star review "A thought-provoking and stirring story of painful choices and
their ramifications. For any woman who has had to make a difficult decision, this book . . . will
provide inspiration, hope, and solace to battered souls." —Library Journal "Written with deep
compassion, gentle humor, and incredible insight." —CBA Retailers + Resources
Allison Chamberlain thought she was doing everything God required of her—but as her journey
continues in the second book of The Reluctant Prophet series, she might have to let go of
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everything she loves to follow the call.
She thought they had the perfect family… For eighteen years Serena Soltanis has poured
herself into her family, making every effort to please her husband and to protect her daughters
from the evils of the world. Respected and admired for her obvious parenting success, she
leads a popular mothers’ group at her church, passing along wisdom gained through years of
experience. until she woke up in a mother’s worst nightmare. Then the unthinkable happens.
Sixteen-year-old Tristan, the quiet “good girl” of the family, disappears–and the search brings
to light unpleasant truths that prompt Serena to question nearly everything she believes about
her children, her marriage, and her faith. “Where did we go wrong?” Brokenhearted by her
daughter’s behavior and her husband’s angry response, Serena struggles to see God’s hand
of grace in their lives. Initially determined to rescue Tristan from whatever trouble she’s in,
Serena learns the painful lesson that true strength won’t be found in regaining control of her
daughter’s choices but in finally learning when to let go.
In WHAT IS HE THINKING??, Rebecca interviews a range of men from high-profile types to
the guys next door, men that every woman can relate to. Although the interviews focus on
single guys ages 20-35, Rebecca also includes words of wisdom from older mentors she
respects who have been successfully married for years, such as her dad, life coach, and
pastor. The men share their thoughts on topics like how women can respect themselves and
the men in their lives, modesty, purity, taking it slow, friendship, letting guys lead, and more.
This book gives them the floor to say what they would really like women to know. The men
respond candidly to questions like: What is the most attractive quality to you in a woman? Is
modesty truly attractive? Is neediness a turn-off? What do you find beautiful? How can we be
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dependent on God for our identity, not on you? How can we help you with boundaries
physically? Rebecca also discusses her own dating life, speaking openly about the single life,
her struggle with loneliness, and her hope for the future. She challenges women to see the
men in their lives as brothers in Christ and to trust God with their dating lives.
An expert on traumatic stress outlines an approach to healing, explaining how traumatic stress
affects brain processes and how to use innovative treatments to reactivate the mind's abilities
to trust, engage others, and experience pleasure-Hope shines brightest when all seems lost. Stephanie London led a life of comfort and ease in
St. Louis before feeling inexplicably drawn back to her father’s roots in the tiny Southern town
of Hope Springs. Charlotte Willoughby has lived there all her life and longs to make a new life
somewhere else. Stephanie doesn’t know exactly what she’s doing there—or how to occupy
her time. And Charlotte doesn’t understand why, despite her overbearing family and reminders
of her failed engagement, she’s suddenly led to stay. Despite its small-town charm, Hope
Springs itself is at a crossroads. After a failed reconciliation attempt by two well-meaning
pastors, the town is split along racial and cultural lines, with little hope for redemption. When a
terrible tragedy puts Hope Springs on the national radar, the entire town is tested, and both
Stephanie and Charlotte feel their lives unraveling. In the midst of heartache, though, they’ll
discover the true color of hope . . . “. . . journeys us through the challenge of breaking through
prejudice and hurt for the sake of love and faith.” —Rachel Hauck, best-selling author of The
Wedding Dress
Blindsight is the Hugo Award–nominated novel by Peter Watts, "a hard science fiction writer
through and through and one of the very best alive" (The Globe and Mail). Two months have
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past since a myriad of alien objects clenched about the Earth, screaming as they burned. The
heavens have been silent since—until a derelict space probe hears whispers from a distant
comet. Something talks out there: but not to us. Who should we send to meet the alien, when
the alien doesn't want to meet? Send a linguist with multiple-personality disorder and a
biologist so spliced with machinery that he can't feel his own flesh. Send a pacifist warrior and
a vampire recalled from the grave by the voodoo of paleogenetics. Send a man with half his
mind gone since childhood. Send them to the edge of the solar system, praying you can trust
such freaks and monsters with the fate of a world. You fear they may be more alien than the
thing they've been sent to find—but you'd give anything for that to be true, if you knew what was
waiting for them. . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
A young woman who used cutting to cope with traumatic events in her life learns lessons in
healing at a treatment program on a working ranch.

Sophie and her friends launch an “archaeological expedition” and make a disturbing
discovery. Sophie keeps digging to uncover a shocking family secret. In light of this new
revelation, will she ever be able to trust her parents again?
Toni Wells is a successful churchgoing career woman with full custody of her son. But
her commitments escalate as she deals with defiant behavior from five-year-old Ben
and takes a niece into her home. Toni cuts her hours temporarily to part-time, terrified
of "losing herself completely" to her family. Then she discovers that Ben has been
photographed and molested by a child pornographer. Toni must finally make a choice
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that's not really a choice: "Whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses
his life for me will save it" (Mark 8:35, NIV).
With one flash of a camera, Demi's private life becomes public news. She doesn't know
it yet, but her healing has just begun. Christian college professor Demitria Costanas
had vowed to end her affair with a colleague. But she gives into temptation one last
time...and a lurking photographer captures her weakness for all to see. Quite literally,
she's the woman caught in adultery. And almost everyone--herself included--has a
stone to throw. Enter Sullivan Crisp, a decidedly unorthodox psychologist with his own
baggage. He's well-known for his quirky sense of humor and incorporation of "game
show" theology into his counseling sessions. And yet there's something more he
offers...hope for a fresh start. Reluctantly the two of them begin an uplifting, uneven
journey filled with healing and grace. By turns funny and touching, this story explores
the ways humans hurt each other and deceive themselves. And it shows the endlessly
creative means God uses to turn stones of accusation and shame into works of beauty
that lead us onto the path of healing. An auspicious debut for a candid yet tender series
about pain, healing, and God's invitation for second chances.
In her groundbreaking book Wait for Me, Rebecca St. James challenged young women
to hold fast to their purity and to their hope of a husband worthy of that gift. The Wait for
Me Journal is a place to collect the prayers, thoughts, hopes, and dreams a young
woman has for the man she will one day marry.
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To be a creative person, you don't have to be a musician, an artist, or even a writer,
because everyone has a creative niche. Author Nancy Rue's The Creativity Book helps
girls discover their creative self, no matter what it is. Bright, modern, and fun, The
Creativity Book is loaded with activities that tweens will love while inspiring them to
explore their own creativity and dare to be different.
National Book Award Finalist: “This man’s ideas may be the most influential, not to say
controversial, of the second half of the twentieth century.”—Columbus Dispatch At the
heart of this classic, seminal book is Julian Jaynes's still-controversial thesis that
human consciousness did not begin far back in animal evolution but instead is a
learned process that came about only three thousand years ago and is still developing.
The implications of this revolutionary scientific paradigm extend into virtually every
aspect of our psychology, our history and culture, our religion—and indeed our future.
“Don’t be put off by the academic title of Julian Jaynes’s The Origin of Consciousness
in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. Its prose is always lucid and often lyrical…he
unfolds his case with the utmost intellectual rigor.”—The New York Times “When Julian
Jaynes . . . speculates that until late in the twentieth millennium BC men had no
consciousness but were automatically obeying the voices of the gods, we are
astounded but compelled to follow this remarkable thesis.”—John Updike, The New
Yorker “He is as startling as Freud was in The Interpretation of Dreams, and Jaynes is
equally as adept at forcing a new view of known human behavior.”—American Journal
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of Psychiatry
Hatchet meets Wild in this harrowing YA survival story about a teenage girl’s attempt to
endure the impossible, from the Edgar Award-winning author of The Female of the
Species, Mindy McGinnis. The world is not tame. Ashley knows this truth deep in her
bones, more at home with trees overhead than a roof. So when she goes hiking in the
Smokies with her friends for a night of partying, the falling dark and creaking trees are
second nature to her. But people are not tame either. And when Ashley catches her
boyfriend with another girl, drunken rage sends her running into the night, stopped only
by a nasty fall into a ravine. Morning brings the realization that she’s alone—and far off
trail. Lost in undisturbed forest and with nothing but the clothes on her back, Ashley
must figure out how to survive with the red streak of infection creeping up her leg.
His Rebellion Will Soon Turn to Hope When Chris Buckley first encountered the
mysteries of creepy Solitary, North Carolina, he had little idea how far he would fall into
the town’s shadows. After losing the love of his life, Chris tried to do things his way. He
hunted answers. Then he gave up trying to find them. But now Chris comes back to
Solitary knowing there’s a purpose for his being there. As he watches his place in a
twisted and evil bloodline become clear, Chris waits for the last battle—and wonders
who will be left when he finally makes his stand. The fourth and final book in the
Solitary Tales shines light into deep darkness as Chris’s journey to Solitary comes to a
dramatic close.
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At age forty-two, Allison Chamberlain is still making a half-hearted attempt to
figure out what she wants to be when she grows up. Although she has been a
pew-sitting member of a church for seven years, “prophet” has never been on
the short list of possible careers. Then one Sunday Allison senses a divine nudge
to buy a Harley motorcycle and go wherever it takes her. Soon she is wondering
if she is called to present the reality of Christ to one of society’s darkest
corners—and challenge her own church to look beyond their fears. The first in a
brave trilogy from seasoned author Nancy Rue, The Reluctant Prophet shows
how one person’s response to God’s call can change a community forever.
A call to young people to remain sexually pure until marriage. Everyone longs to
be loved deeply by someone, and Rebecca St. James is no different, as
demonstrated by her hit song "Wait for Me." In this revised and updated version
of the 2002 release, Rebecca shares the same desires as other young people as
her resolve to remain sexually pure until marriage is not common in our society.
Using Scripture, pop culture, and her own experience as a point of reference,
Rebecca paints a relevant and appealing picture of the value of waiting. But
Rebecca also reaches out with compassion to those who have already made
mistakes and reveals the mercy and healing that God brings. The new editon of
this bestseller includes: a fresh design (inside and out) with eye-catching
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graphics; a new introduction from Rebecca; journaling sections throughout the
book; and a study guide for personal or group use.
Kirsten has spent her life trying to forget. But mercy begs her to remember. When
she was in high school, a terrible accident fractured her family, and the only relief
Kirsten could find was carving tiny lines into her skin, burying her pain in her
flesh. The pain she caused herself was neat and manageable compared to the
emotional pain that raged inside. She was coping. Or so she thought. But then,
eight years later, on the night she expects her long-time boyfriend to propose,
Kirsten learns he’s been secretly seeing her best friend. Desperate to escape
her feelings, she reaches for the one thing that gives her a sense of control in the
midst of chaos. But this time the cut isn’t so tiny, and it lands her in the psych
hospital. Within hours of being there she knows she can’t stay—she isn’t crazy,
after all. But she can’t go back to the life she knew before either. So when her
pastor mentions a treatment program on a working ranch, Kirsten decides to take
him up on the offer and get away from it all. But the one thing she can’t escape
is herself—and her shame. The ranch is home to a motley crew, each with a
lesson to teach. Ever so slowly, Kirsten opens herself to embrace healing—even
the scarred places that hurt the most. Mercy begs her to remember the past . . .
showing her there’s nothing that cannot be redeemed. “[St. James and Rue]
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tackle a tough topic with sensitivity and forthrightness in an intense novel about
self-injury, self-esteem, and the numerous shades of love. Highly
recommended.” —Library Journal, starred review
Real life stories about real life issues teens are facing today. Book one in a new
StudentWare fiction series for mid-teens that deals with the challenges,
problems, and excitement of becoming young women of faith When Laura
Duffy’s family moves to Satellite Beach, Florida, she feels out of place as a junior
at the high school where her good grades mark her as a nerd. Mrs. Isaacsen, a
school counselor, invites Laura to join a weekly group for “conflicted” girls. There
she gets to know Michelle (a sophisticated sophomore), Joy Beth (a super
athlete), KJ (a freshman with an attitude), and Celeste (a junior who’s friends
with every hunk in the school). The girls form a bond, and as various things
happen in their busy lives, they learn to use Mrs. Isaacsen’s “secret keys” as a
means for coping. This is the first of four books in Youth Specialties’ ‘Nama
Beach High series by veteran girls’ fiction author Nancy Rue.
Her life was spinning out of control. A mix of anger and emptiness defined her.
Desperate for true peace, she headed to a place of rest - the healing sands.
Ryan Coe feels lost - her marriage is over, her kids are living with their dad, her
God-life is silent, and her patience is practically non-existent. To top it off, her
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once exciting job as a photojournalist has been reduced to taking pictures of
enchilada festivals and B-level actors. But when she arrives at the scene of a
crime and sees her son's face through her zoom lens, her world crashes. Her
only mission - to find out who really did this and why they framed her. But before
she can help anyone. Ryan's got to get her anger in check. She turns to Sullivan
Crisp's Healing Choices clinic, but even that doesn't go according to plan. Quirky
and unusual don't even begin to describe Sully and she soon realizes that he isn't
the quick-fix therapist she was hoping for. Between his unorthodox counseling
and a group of women who are the first real friends she's had in a long time,
Ryan begins to realize it's not control she's for, but something much more
powerful.
As girls grow up, they find out how meaningful -- and difficult -- relationships are.
The Buddy Book offers interesting facts about why relationships are significant,
what makes a good one, and how lousy your life can be if they're crummy. But
more importantly, learning to allow God to be the Counselor of them all can make
them easier---even during the rough stages.
In this remarkable tale of hope and survival, Hannah Luce tells how, as the sole
survivor of a terrible plane crash, she came to grips with her faith: “a calamitous,
fascinating memoir, written with surprising spiritual sophistication” (Publishers
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Weekly, starred review). On May 11, 2012, a small plane carrying five young
adults, en route to a Christian youth rally, crashed in a Kansas field, skidding 200
yards before hitting a tree and bursting into flames. Only two survived the crash:
ex-marine Austin Anderson, who would die the next morning from extensive
burns, and his friend Hannah Luce, the daughter of Teen Mania founder and
influential youth minister Ron Luce. This is Hannah’s story. In Fields of Grace,
Hannah details the investigation of her faith, her coming-of-age as the dutiful
daughter of Evangelical royalty, her decision to join her father’s ministry outreach
to teens, and her miraculous survival and recovery following the accident. It also
serves as a tribute and testament to the lives of the dear friends who perished in
the catastrophic plane crash and reveals how their memory continues to inspire
all that she does. Here is the “riveting personal account” (Booklist) of a girl who
grew up as the daughter of one of the most influential evangelical leaders of our
time, who questioned her early religious convictions somewhere along the way
and who, from the embers of that doomed plane ride, finally found her faith.
Are you living in silent shame, hiding a “secret sin”? Maybe you numb life’s pain
with a bottle, razor blade, or sex. Maybe you “binge and purge” or act on
feelings for other girls. Whatever your “secret”—shocking or not—if you’re trapped
by it, you’re trapped by it. And chances are you’re not getting help because
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you’re too scared of what people would think if they found out. Unashamed
breaks the silence about the sins girls think they have to hide. With daring and a
touch of humor, author Jessie Minassian shares her own story of struggle and
victory. God longs for you to live in the freedom He died for! So whether you’re
caught in a cycle of sin yourself or just want to know how to help the silent
sufferers all around you, let this book be the beginning of your journey toward
health, healing, and freedom in His love for you.
At some point, every girl wonders why she was born, why she's the way she is, and
what good she can offer. Nancy Rue answers all those nagging uncertainties from a
biblical perspective in this book filled with lots of activities that girls can explore on their
own or with friends. The Uniquely Me Book is just right for girls who desire to
understand, recognize, and use the individual gifts God has given them.
Shannon suffers in the shadow of her wild and uncontrollable younger sister Caitlin,
who seems ready to tear their Christian family apart, and finds herself developing an
eating disorder.
In his first-ever collaboration, New York Times bestselling author James Rollins
combines his skill for cutting-edge science and historical mystery with award-winning
novelist Rebecca Cantrell's talent for haunting suspense and sensual atmosphere in a
gothic tale about an ancient order and the hunt for a miraculous book known only as . . .
The Blood Gospel An earthquake in Masada, Israel, kills hundreds and reveals a tomb
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buried in the heart of the mountain. A trio of investigators—Sergeant Jordan Stone, a
military forensic expert; Father Rhun Korza, a Vatican priest; and Dr. Erin Granger, a
brilliant but disillusioned archaeologist—are sent to explore the macabre discovery, a
subterranean temple holding the crucified body of a mummified girl. But a brutal attack
at the site sets the three on the run, thrusting them into a race to recover what was
once preserved in the tomb's sarcophagus: a book rumored to have been written by
Christ's own hand, a tome that is said to hold the secrets to His divinity. The enemy
who hounds them is like no other, a force of ancient evil directed by a leader of
impossible ambitions and incalculable cunning. From crumbling tombs to splendorous
churches, Erin and her two companions must confront a past that traces back
thousands of years, to a time when ungodly beasts hunted the dark spaces of the
world, to a moment in history when Christ made a miraculous offer, a pact of salvation
for those who were damned for eternity. Here is a novel that is explosive in its
revelation of a secret history. Why do Catholic priests wear pectoral crosses? Why are
they sworn to celibacy? Why do the monks hide their countenances under hoods? And
why does Catholicism insist that the consecration of wine during Mass results in its
transformation to Christ's own blood? The answers to all go back to a secret sect within
the Vatican, one whispered as rumor but whose very existence was painted for all to
see by Rembrandt himself, a shadowy order known simply as the Sanguines. In the
end, be warned: some books should never be found, never opened—until now.
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In Julia Ember's dark and lush LGBTQ+ romantic fantasy Ruinsong, two young women
from rival factions must work together to reunite their country, as they wrestle with their
feelings for each other. Her voice was her prison... Now it’s her weapon. In a world
where magic is sung, a powerful mage named Cadence has been forced to torture her
country's disgraced nobility at her ruthless queen's bidding. But when she is reunited
with her childhood friend, a noblewoman with ties to the underground rebellion, she
must finally make a choice: Take a stand to free their country from oppression, or follow
in the queen’s footsteps and become a monster herself.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA
BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier,
and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich,
who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father,
she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing
raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing
that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same
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shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Tara had always imagined her happily ever after. But her fiancé’s secrets are changing
this story into one she doesn’t even recognize. Tara Faulkner and Seth Grissom grew
up next door to each other in Savannah’s historic district. Their parents are best
friends. They finish each other’s sentences all the time. Their fairy-tale wedding is a
foregone conclusion . . . until Tara discovers another side to Seth three weeks before
the wedding. Reality has crashed in on Tara’s fairy tale—but hope will lead her to a
future she couldn’t have planned for herself.
A unique devotional from the Grammy Award–winning Christian music star. Bestselling
author Rebecca St. James has been a defining voice in contemporary Christian music
for decades, winning a Grammy and multiple Dove Awards among other honors. In 40
Days with God, she offers an inspirational devotional based on her reflections about her
relationship with her heavenly Father, addressing topics from sin and sacrifice to
friendship and faith. Also included as a bonus to her fans are journal entries, song
lyrics, and discussion questions.
Allison Chamberlain has done everything God required of her—but as He continues to
nudge her in the third and final book of The Reluctant Prophet series, she is ready to
say, “Enough!”Even with two Sacrament Houses open, the Sisters’ second hand
clothing boutique making its debut, and the orphaned Desmond legally adopted, Allison
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Chamberlain receives the divine Nudge to Go another mile. Eventually responding with
her usual reluctant obedience, she finds herself caring for a very young prostitute and
facing the deepest roots of evil. Despite the adversaries who threaten those closest to
her, Allison finds that she has not gone far enough until she conquers hate and learns
to love as God does. No matter what the consequences.

19-year-old Charity Graff engages in self-harm. More specifically she cuts herself
to numb emotions. In a series of raw journal entries, the confused teenager
writes to her estranged father, filling him in on what's happened in her life since
he left her nearly 18 years ago. Throughout the course of her letter writing,
Charity chronicles her penchant for cutting, a serious struggle with depression
and her inability to vocally express her feelings.
"Tiger-Lilies is actually a somewhat autobiographical book. In it, Lanier analyzes
the relationship between a Northerner and a Southerner throughout the Civil War.
As a Southerner who had fought for the Confederate army, Lanier had
experienced the war firsthand, both on the battlefield and as a prisoner of war.
These experiences are recognizable in the battle scenes especially, which are
considered some of the most realistic representations of Civil War combat in
literature. Ultimately, Tiger-Lilies can be interpreted as an anti-war novel and one
of Lanier's less successful endeavors in the course of his career."--The History
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Engine.
Twentysomething single recording artist Rebecca St. James teams up with
fortysomething radio talk show host and mother of three Lynda Hunter Bjorklund
to present a multi-generational look at why women feel out of control and
vulnerable.
Daniel, Kelly, and Milly appear to be the perfect family. But an old camera will
expose secrets no one wants developed. Daniel Whitely is a successful marriage
counselor and bestselling author, yet his own marriage is in crisis and his
daughter is drifting further away each day. To make matters worse, the deadline
for his second book has come and gone, and he still hasn’t written a single word.
When Daniel inherits an old camera from his grandfather, he notices an
inscription on the bottom: “No matter what you think you might see, the camera
never lies.” Daniel begins using the camera, but every time he develops his
photos, they threaten to reveal secrets that could sabotage both his marriage and
his career—exposing him as a fraud and destroying the life he has worked so hard
to build. He’s faced with a choice: keep his secrets and save his career or come
clean and possibly save his family. Which will he choose? Which would you
choose? Praise for The Camera Never Lies: "In his intriguing novel, The Camera
Never Lies, David Rawlings challenges us to wonder what our photographs
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would look like if our souls, not our faces, were captured by the lens. This
fascinating story will capture your imagination and your heart."—Rachel Hauck,
New York Times bestselling author of The Wedding Dress “The camera never
lies, and neither does this gripping story about unearthing our deepest secrets in
the most fantastical of ways. A message relatable to us all, bottled in an
adventure we all love to read.”—Melissa Ferguson, author of The Dating Charade
"A thought-provoking look at the real price that secrets extract—not just from the
person keeping them, but from their loved ones, too.You'll close this story and be
compelled to examine your own life . . . and also look at those around you and
wonder, 'Who else looks like they have it all together but is drowning on the
inside?'"—Jessica Kate, author of Love and Other Mistakes
Tovey is popular, but she must rely on her Christian faith and the girls who get
together for prayer when she encourages a Hispanic student who has been
sexually abused by a well-liked coach to go public with her story
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